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Adjectives Comparative or Superlative 

Worksheet 4 

Fill in the correct form of the comparative or superlative adjective for 

each sentence. 

1. The kitten was the (adorable)_______________________ animal I have 

ever seen in my life. 

2. I would have stayed (calm) _______________________ if the spider had 

not been so big. 

3. Sarah was the (helpful) ____________________________ student in class 

today. 

4. Superman is the (brave) __________________________ superhero of all 

in my opinion. 

5. The black horse is (pretty) _______________________ than the white 

pony. 

6. A sloth is the (lazy) _______________________ animal ever known. 

7. Telling someone you promise and then breaking that promise may be the 

(cruel) ________________________ act imaginable. 

8. It was (cloudy) _________________________ on Tuesday than it is today. 

9. What is the (cheap) _______________________ pair of jeans you can 

find? 

10. The soda in the back is (cold) _______________________ than the ones 

in the front. 

11. The dog had the (guilty) ________________________ look on his face 

that I had ever seen. 

12. The (happy) ______________________ children spend time outdoors 

whenever possible. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. The kitten was the (adorable)__most adorable_____________ animal I have 

ever seen in my life. 

2. I would have stayed (calm) __calmer________________ if the spider had 

not been so big. 

3. Sarah was the (helpful) __most helpful___________________ student in 

class today. 

4. Superman is the (brave) __bravest_________________ superhero of all in 

my opinion. 

5. The black horse is (pretty) __prettier_______________ than the white 

pony. 

6. A sloth is the (lazy) __laziest________________ animal ever known. 

7. Telling someone you promise and then breaking that promise may be the 

(cruel) __cruelest_________________ act imaginable. 

8. It was (cloudy) __cloudier_________________ on Tuesday than it is today. 

9. What is the (cheap) __cheapest________________ pair of jeans you can 

find? 

10. The soda in the back is (cold) __colder______________ than the ones in 

the front. 

11. The dog had the (guilty) ___guiltiest____________ look on his face that I 

had ever seen. 

12. The (happy) ___happiest_____________ children spend time outdoors 

whenever possible. 
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